Linear covariance analysis can serve as a viable technique in determining both navigation errors and trajectory dispersions for spacecraft rendezvous analysis and design. This work addresses issues that arise when multiple events are triggered on state conditions in linear covariance analysis. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed solutions, performance metrics such as trajectory dispersions, navigation errors, delta-v dispersions, and event time dispersions are carefully analyzed and confirmed with Monte Carlo simulation results.
Carlo analysis is linear covariance analysis (LinCov) [1] .
Linear covariance analysis capitalizes on linear systems theory to determine the predicted performance of a GN&C system with a single simulation run. Although linear models are ultimately required to calculate the statistical properties of the system, linear covariance analysis has a wide range of applications to nonlinear systems. Recently, linear covariance analysis has taken hold in a variety of fields ranging from orbital rendezvous [2] , cis-lunar [3] , interplanetary missions [4] , powered descent [5] , and powered ascent [6] . Its potential shifted from its historic use for solely navigation analysis, to evaluating the entire closed-loop GN&C system.
The ability to capture the effects of triggering specific GN&C events such as maneuvers, sensor acquisition, or guidance mode transitions in covariance analysis framework can initially be traced back to Gossner [7] with Geller [8] providing the general formulation adopted for this research. These events can be triggered based on onboard state estimates or actual environmental conditions [3] . Initially, this capability was demonstrated for a spacecraft rendezvous and docking scenario where a single event trigger was used to initiate the final transfer maneuver. However, when this technique is extended to perform multiple event triggers for long duration rendezvous profiles, limitations may arise yielding invalid results.
The objective of this paper is to highlight the limiting factors of performing multiple event triggers for orbital rendezvous applications and provide an analytical solution to execute an arbitrary number of potential event triggers. To demonstrate and validate the proposed theoretical developments, this work provides additional contributions by 1) implementing a time state to capture the correlation and uncertainty between multiple event triggers, 2) assessing a complete rendezvous scenario with a variegate sensor suite and an assortment of targeting algorithms necessary for proximity operations, 3) formally quantifying the accuracy of linear covariance analysis for a full scale orbital rendezvous trajectory, 4) providing a simple technique to represent a reduced-state navigation filter, 5) deriving equations to utilize accelerometers in conjunction with translational maneuvers, both in the navigation filter and to determine the burn cut-off time.
III. Linear Covariance Equations
For a GN&C analysis, there are several key variables of interest which include the environment dispersions δx, the navigation dispersions δx, and the navigation error e. The environment dispersions are defined 4 as the difference between the environment state x and the nominal statex.
The environment state is an (n × 1) vector that represents the true or actual state. The nominal state is also an (n × 1) vector that represents the desired or reference state such that the environment dispersions indicate how precisely the system can follow a desired trajectory. In this paper, the environment dispersions are often referred to as simply dispersions such that references to trajectory dispersions, inertial dispersions, relative dispersions, delta-v dispersions, or time dispersions imply the environment or true dispersions.
The navigation dispersions are defined as the difference between the navigation statex and the nominal state. The navigation dispersions reflect how precisely the onboard system thinks it can follow a prescribed reference trajectory.
The navigation state is an (n × 1) vector that represents the estimated state. The matrix N is an (n × n) mapping matrix that defines the estimated state in terms of the true and nominal state. It typically cancels the attitude rate state when gyro measurements are incorporated in lieu of an angular rate estimate. The pseudo inverse of the matrix N that maps the estimated state to the true state is an (n ×n) matrix N T .
The navigation error is the difference between the environment and navigation states. It is also the difference between the environment and the navigation dispersions. This metric characterizes how precisely the onboard navigation system can determine the actual state.
The term error does not necessarily reference a navigation error. For example, sensor error, control error, execution error, total error, and tracking error simply refer to the uncertainties associated with these parameters.
All navigation errors are specifically referenced as either navigation errors, knowledge errors, or estimation errors.
The covariances of these variables characterize the performance of a proposed GN&C system. In a linear covariance program, this statistical information is derived by directly propagating, updating, and correcting an augmented state covariance matrix D,
5 where the augmented state δx
consists of the true dispersions and the navigation dispersions. The fundamental propagation, update, and correction equations used in linear covariance analysis are available in the literature [2] and are not repeated here. This section emphasizes the particular concepts and additional developments contributed by this paper including multiple event triggers, event time dispersion calculation, the translational maneuver update with accelerometers, and the modeling of a reduced-state onboard filter.
A. Multiple Event Triggers
At orbital rates, a few seconds translate into many kilometers traveled. When an event is triggered by means other than time, there is a time delay between the nominal event time and the moment at which the event actually happens. As a result, a large dispersion between the true inertial state and the nominal state can emerge. If multiple events are initiated in a similar fashion, the dispersion in the inertial state grows larger.
Conversely, as the rendezvous scenario progresses the relative dispersions and navigation errors generally become smaller. For example, during the terminal phases of rendezvous and docking, the relative navigation errors and relative trajectory dispersions can be on the order of centimeters while the inertial dispersions can be thousands of kilometers due to the implementation of multiple event triggers.
This large difference causes numerical issues when trying to compute accurate relative dispersions from the large inertial dispersions. These numerical limitations can be made less severe using square root filters [9] , but fundamentally the problem remains when performing multiple event triggers. The objective of this section is to demonstrate how this short coming can be resolved for any arbitrary number of event triggers by 1) briefly summarizing a technique used for reshaping the augmented state covariance necessary for event triggers as discussed in [8] and [3] , 2) deriving a resetting technique that will allow for an arbitrary number of potential event triggers, and 3) introducing a time state to capture the arrival time uncertainties due to performing multiple event triggers.
Reshaping the Augmented State Covariance Matrix
An event can be initiated based on the true state x such as when the spacecraft actually docks or physically enters within communication range of a target. Events can also be triggered based on the navigation statex such as performing a maneuver based on the estimated elevation angle to a target spacecraft. In 6 general, an event trigger condition is represented as a function of either the navigation state or true state.
When the specified condition is achieved, it triggers a particular event that occurs at the true event time t e . The trigger condition generally does not occur at the nominal event timet e , and the time dispersion δt e = t e −t e can be linearly approximated as, .
This time shift updates the true and navigation state dispersions,
δx(t e ) = δx(t e ) + NU x δx(t e ) + NUxδx(t e )
and reshapes the augmented state covariance matrix to reflect the conditions triggering the event,
where I x and Ix are identity matrices with a size equivalent to the true states (n × n) and navigation states (n ×n) respectively with the event trigger reshaping matrices being U x =ẋ(t e )ψ x and Ux =ẋ(t e )ψx of dimensions (n × n) and (n ×n) respectively. Depending on whether the trigger is a navigation trigger or environment trigger, either ψ x or ψx is zero implying only U x or Ux is non-zero.
Resetting the Augmented State Covariance Matrix
As mentioned previously, multiple event triggers can potentially cause the inertial dispersions to become extremely large to exceed several tens of kilometers. In terms of a practical orbital rendezvous scenario, these large inertial dispersions are artificial. The nominal rendezvous trajectory is usually defined in a relative 7 frame, such as the local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) frame. Event triggers based on relative quantities, such as range or an elevation angle, exist because the nominal trajectory is a relative trajectory. While these events cause the inertial dispersions to greatly increase they reduce the relative dispersions.
Since it is the relative trajectory that is of greatest importance, the limiting numerical issues can be eliminated by simply resetting the artificial inertial dispersions. One may argue that inertial dispersions are necessary to determine lighting and beta angle constraints. In practice however, these constraints are monitored through arrival time dispersions and not the inertial location of the target. Another justification for using the resetting approach is that large inertial dispersions due to multiple event triggers could violate the linearization assumption underlying linear covariance analysis. Therefore even if these inertial dispersions were of interest, the results could be inaccurate.
The conditions governing the process of resetting the augmented state covariance matrix is as follows.
The reset method must reduce the inertial dispersions without altering the relative trajectory dispersions. The reset method must also ensure the navigation errors remain unchanged, both inertial and relative navigation errors. Based on these fundamental ground rules, the resetting technique is derived by 1) introducing the approach to reset the environment dispersions without altering the navigation errors 2) developing the techniques to reset the inertial environment dispersions without affecting the relative environment dispersions and 3) derive a method to strategically reduce the inertial environment dispersions during the reset operation.
Preserving the Navigation Error In general, to reset the environment dispersions without altering the navigation errors, both the environment and navigation dispersions must be updated equally by some specified amount, δŵ.
To confirm this observation, substitute Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) representing the modified environment and navigation dispersions into Eq. (3) defining the navigation error. Notice that this resetting strategy does not change the navigation errors. This approach of altering both the environment and navigation dispersions equally to preserve the navigation errors serves as the basis for deriving the resetting technique for multiple event triggers for orbital rendezvous.
Preserving the Relative Trajectory Dispersions The next step is to determine the δŵ that ensures the relative trajectory dispersions remain unaffected. To do so, consider the following example where the environment and navigation dispersions consist of the chaser and target inertial position and velocity dispersions
such that the relative environment and navigation dispersions coordinatized in the LVLH frame can be obtained from the inertial environment and navigation dispersions,
where
is a (6 × 12) matrix derived in [8] . To ensure the relative trajectory dispersions remain unchanged after the reset operation in Eqs. (12) and (13),
the following constraint must be satisfied,
where δŵ = [δŵ c δŵ t ] and noting that N T equals the (12 × 12) identity matrix in this example.
Reducing the Inertial Trajectory Dispersions An infinite set of solutions exist for δŵ that can ensure the navigation errors and relative trajectory dispersions remain unchanged following a reset. To resolve this dilemma, an additional constraint is imposed to minimize or reduce the inertial trajectory dispersions which is the primary objective of resetting the augmented state covariance.
This can be done in several ways. One option is to reset the chaser inertial dispersions to zero. Another choice is to eliminate the target inertial dispersions. An equally valid approach is to reduce both the target and chaser inertial dispersions. For this work, the target inertial navigation dispersions are reset to zero (see Eq. (13)) such that,
This implies δŵ t must equal the negative of the target inertial navigation dispersions prior to the reset operation.
Given this requirement, the last step is to determine δŵ c that ensures the relative trajectory dispersions remain unchanged. Expand Eq. (20) such that it is expressed in terms of the chaser and target states,
Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (23), the required expression for δŵ c emerges
With Eq. (22) and Eq. (24), the updated environment and navigation dispersions in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) can be expressed as,
The resulting equation for resetting the augmented state covariance matrix that reduces the inertial trajectory dispersions while preserving the navigation errors and the relative trajectory dispersions is,
where O x is a zero square matrix with a size equal to the true state vector x.
Multiple Event Time Dispersions
An analysis of arrival times is often useful in defining conditions required for a successful rendezvous.
From Eq. (6), the difference between the true and nominal event times can be written in terms of the aug-mented state δx aug ,
such that the variance of the particular event time is given by
This equation is useful in assessing the variation of a single event. However, when this approach is repeated for multiple events, the self-correlation of all the events is not accounted for.
In this work, the arrival time dispersion is studied by augmenting a time state to the true and navigation
When an event occurs, the actual time state dispersion is updated using Eq. (9) δt
where N ts is a row vector that extracts the time state dispersion. This expression in Eq. (31) can also be written in terms of the time state dynamics and the augmented state dispersions such that
is an identity, Eq. (29) can be substituted into Eq. (32) to produce
By augmenting the time state, the same mathematical expression for computing the arrival time dispersion is still utilized, but now the correlations between multiple events can be preserved.
B. The Translation Maneuver Update
Previous linear covariance analysis introduced translational maneuvers into the navigation filter by using a model of the thruster. For spacecraft rendezvous however, it is common to utilize accelerometers to measure the size of the maneuver. This section contains the set of equations used when the accelerometer is incorporated into the filter and i) the maneuver is executed based on a commanded on-time, and ii) the maneuver is executed based on the measured change in velocity.
Translational maneuvers directly affect the velocity states of the covariance and in particular they influence both the navigation and the true dispersions. Define V as a (n × 3) matrix with zeros everywhere except for a (3 × 3) identity matrix corresponding to the velocity states; define alsoV = N V. The maneuver updates both the environment and navigation states at t k according to the following expressions,
The true velocity change ∆v is a function of the execution error noise k , the estimated state prior to the maneuverx −c k , and the true state prior to the maneuver x −c k while the estimated velocity change ∆v is derived from the compensated accelerometer measurement c a,x, x, υ a . The true inertial acceleration a is measured by the accelerometer in the body-fixed frame in the presence of the accelerometer noise υ a and the accelerometer error states in x. It is compensated using the estimated accelerometer parameter stateŝ
x and rotated back to the inertial frame using the estimated attitude of the vehicle to propagate the vehicle dynamics. The acceleration resulting from an impulsive maneuver is modeled as a constant acceleration a = m/t m , where t m is the maneuver burn time such that,
whereυ a is a zero-mean random vector with covariance S υa /t m . The estimated vehicle states are used to compute the commanded maneuver ∆v cmd . The actual maneuver is affected by the true attitude of the vehicle and the true execution parameter states which include the bias, misalignment, and scale factor terms.
The environment and navigation dispersions are updated as
where the perturbations of the actual maneuver δm and the compensated accelerometer measurement δc are obtained by linearizing Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) respectively
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The augmented dispersions are then derived by substituting Eq. (40) and Eq. (41) into Eq. (38) and Eq. (39).
The covariance of the augmented state dispersion is updated due to a translational maneuver as
T is the maneuver execution covariance. Since Cx = −N C x , the maneuver estimation error is given by
and the navigation covariance is updated as When the actual execution of a maneuver is carried out using an internal closed-loop system that tracks the accelerations observed from accelerometer measurements, the maneuver is cut-off when the estimated velocity change ∆v determined by the accelerometer measurements c ∆v/t m ,x −c
k ,υ a matches the commanded velocity change from the onboard targeting algorithm ∆v com =ĝ(x).
By linearizing Eq. (46) and equating it to Eq. (45), the actual velocity change ∆v can be expressed in terms of the commanded delta-v ∆v cmd and the accelerometer measurement.
Now the update equations defined in Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) can be expressed in terms of the commanded velocity change using Eq. (47) and Eq. (45).
Noting thatĜx = ∂ĝ ∂x , the change in the environment and navigation dispersions is given by
The updated augmented state covariance due to a translational maneuver that is executed based on compensated accelerometer measurements becomes
The estimation error covariance is updated with Eq. (44).
C. Reduced-state Onboard Filter
When analyzing a GN&C system, it is common to assume a higher fidelity model for the environment than in the filter. This concept usually results in having more environment states than navigation states. The bulk of previous LinCov analysis assumes that the environment and the navigation have the same number of states (with the possible exception of angular rate in gyro replacement mode). This assumptions has one of two consequences. Either the simulation of the environment is under-conservative or the filter utilized in the analysis is overly optimistic.
When the onboard navigation filter states are the same as the true environment states, no-tuning is needed in the LinCov analysis and the only requirement is consistency between the dispersions and navigation noise parameters. In [6] a reduced order filter is used in which there are fewer navigation states than environment states. This technique has the advantage of closely matching the usual Monte Carlo analysis approach. The disadvantage is that ad hoc tuning is necessary in order to achieve good performance. Filter tuning is an iterative process that denies some of the advantages of LinCov; such as obtaining quick results in a single simulation run.
A perfectly tuned reduced-order filter produces the same results as a filter considering the effects of the non-estimated states. To consider the extra states, the Schmidt-Kalman filter is used [10] . The performance of the reduced-order filter is mimicked by including all the states and simply setting to zero the rows of the Kalman gain corresponding to the non-estimated states.
IV. Orbital Rendezvous Simulation Models
The models for both the LinCov and Monte Carlo rendezvous simulations capture the translational and rotational dynamics of both a target and chaser vehicle, various sensors and actuators, and prototype GN&C algorithms. The state dynamics include the inertial position, inertial velocity, inertial-to-body attitude quaternion, and attitude rate in the body frame for both the chaser and target vehicles as well various parameter states associated with the sensors and actuators errors. The selected sensor suite includes a gyroscope, accelerometer, star tracker, light detection and ranging system (LIDAR), and global positioning system (GPS) receiver for both the chaser and target spacecraft. The torques and translational maneuvers are generated with an array of thrusters. The GN&C algorithms incorporate a dual inertial navigation filter, inertial and relative targeting algorithms, and the necessary pointing and attitude control system.
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A. Dynamics
The dynamics for the chaser and target states are defined as, 
(58)
where J t and J c are the target and chaser inertia matrices respectively. The accelerations due to gravity acting on the target and chaser vehicles, g t and g c , are based on the gravity terms outlined in The gyro model is based upon a package of three orthogonal strapdown gyros, each measuring the chaser's angular velocity along its input axis. The measured angular velocity is a function of the true angular rate ω b with a gyro bias β g , scale factor s g , misalignment µ g , and the gyro angular random walk υ g .
The gyro performance parameters are summarized in Table 3 . The measured accelerations from the accelerometers are defined as the non-gravitational accelerations a i plus the accelerometer bias β a , scale factor s a , misalignment µ a , and the accelerometer random walk υ a .
The accelerometer performance parameters are summarized in Table 4 .
The star tracker provides an accurate measurement of the chaser's orientation. The generated inertial-tostar tracker quaternion is a function of the body-to-star tracker misalignmentq The star tracker parameters are summarized in Table 5 . The chaser is equipped with a GPS receiver to update the vehicle's inertial position and velocity. The simplified GPS sensor model perturbs the actual inertial position and velocity along with bias and noise terms.r c = r c + β gpsr + η gpsr (63)
The chaser GPS error parameters are summarized in Table 6 .
The target is equipped with a GPS receiver which broadcasts the resulting inertial position and velocity measurements to the chaser spacecraft. The simplified GPS sensor model for the target vehicle is a function of the actual inertial position and velocity states along with bias and noise terms r t = r t + β tgpsr + η tgpsr (65)
The target GPS performance parameters are summarized in Table 7 . The LIDAR instrument uses laser light to directly measure the relative position between the chaser and target spacecraft. The relative position vector in the LIDAR frame is given by the equatioñ
where r t and r c are the target and chaser inertial position vectors, b lidar is the LIDAR bias, and η lidar is the LIDAR measurement noise. The relative position vector is used to generate the LIDAR measurements of rangeρ, azimuthα, and elevationẽ.
The LIDAR model performance parameters are summarized in Table 8 .
C. Actuators
Actuators are used to manipulate the spacecraft's translational and rotational velocities. The reaction control system (RCS) produces the torques required to alter the chaser's attitude rate. The imparted torque is modeled as a function of the commanded torqueτ b cmd plus a torque bias b rot , scale factor s rot , misalignment µ rot , and noise η rot terms. 
D. GN&C Algorithms
The prototype GN&C algorithms include a dual inertial filter for relative navigation, a PD controller to compute the commanded torques, and both relative and inertial targeting algorithms for determining the commanded impulsive maneuvers. The navigation filter estimates the inertial position and velocity of both vehicles, the attitude of the chaser spacecraft, along with the bias terms of the gyro, LIDAR, and GPS solutions. The accelerometer is incorporated in the filter only when the sensed acceleration exceeds a predetermined dispersions are also synchronized to ensure they correspond to when the specific event triggers are initiated.
A. Rendezvous Mission Profile
The nominal rendezvous mission profile begins with the chaser 40 km behind a cooperating target spacecraft on a 4 km coelliptic approach trajectory with the initial condition uncertainties specified in Table 11 . As the chaser coasts towards the target and reaches a downrange distance of 660 m behind the target, the terminal phase initiation (TPI) maneuver is executed. This maneuver transfers the chaser to a point 500 m below the target on the R-bar. During this R-bar acquisition phase, the LIDAR system onboard the chaser begins tracking known reflectors on the target at a range of 1.5 km but the measurements are not processed by the onboard filter until the chaser is within 600 m. Once the chaser has successfully reached the R-bar, it then performs a sequence of maneuvers known as glideslope (GS) maneuvers. These two-minute interval 22 burns safely bring the chaser up the R-bar to a point 20 m below the target.
The navigation architecture for the proposed rendezvous scenario utilizes relative GPS when the chaser vehicle is within communication range ( 23 km) but beyond 600 m. Due to potential obstructions by the target, once the chaser vehicle is 600 m below the target the primary navigation sensor switches from relative GPS to LIDAR. At this transition, the relative GPS and star tracker measurements are no longer used to compute the navigation solution and only LIDAR and IMU data are processed for the final approach phase.
When available, the onboard navigation filter processes all discrete measurements every 30 seconds including star tracker, LIDAR, and GPS measurements.
B. Trajectory Dispersions
Trajectory dispersions provide significant insight into the performance a closed-loop GN&C system.
They encapsulate the complex and encompassing effects of the selected sensor suite, actuator specifications, system dynamics, perturbations, initial condition uncertainty, navigation filter design, targeting logic, control algorithms, and the nominal trajectory design itself. For the proposed rendezvous scenario, Figure 1 shows both the in-plane and out-of-plane 3σ relative trajectory dispersions.
The percent difference of the total 3σ trajectory dispersions between the two analysis results is less than 4.5% near docking with a low of 0.1% during the second coelliptic coasting phase and a high of 5.4%
during the transition to the second coelliptic. To highlight the strong consistency between the two analysis techniques over the entire 3.5 hour rendezvous scenario, the trajectory dispersion plot is broken down into six sub-phases in Figure 2 focusing on the initial coelliptic, the transfer to the second coelliptic, the second coelliptic approach, R-bar acquisition, glideslope, and final approach.
The effects of executing downrange event triggers for both the M1 and TPI maneuvers is apparent in the dramatic decrease in the downrange trajectory dispersions following these burns. The sharp reduction in the relative trajectory dispersions reflects the uncertainty in the chaser's relative position with respect to the occurrence of the most recent event and not the initial epoch of the simulation. As will be seen later, triggering maneuvers based on the chaser's relative position helps reduce and contain relative trajectory dispersions (and delta-v dispersions) but increases the uncertainty in the chaser's arrival time to the target. The third is the predicted navigation uncertainty derived from LinCov. Recall that the LinCov navigation results are generated using a consider analysis technique that is a unique approach of representing a reducedstate navigation filter that is properly tuned. So an additional motive of this section is to also demonstrate this simple, yet effective approach for navigation analysis. For rendezvous and proximity analysis, it is ultimately the relative navigation performance that is of greatest interest. Figure 4 contains the 3σ relative navigation position error plots as a function of range emphasizing the phase of flight prior to LIDAR acquisition and after LIDAR acquisition. In general, the percent difference between the two analysis approaches is within 0.2-3.5% of each other.
D. Delta V Dispersions
One elusive performance metric that has proven difficult to accurately capture in a linear covariance analysis simulation for orbital rendezvous, are the delta-v magnitude or propellant consumption dispersions.
There are several possible approaches including the addition of a mass state [6] . Other adopted techniques make the assumption each maneuver is impulsive and independent from previous burns and capitalize on the 26 provide the most comparable results overall for this analysis. Figure 5 shows the total delta-v magnitude for the given rendezvous scenario. Unlike previous plots, the nominal delta-v magnitude is not equivalent to the mean of the delta-v magnitude for both simulations.
As a result, the trajectory dispersions are displayed with respect to the mean and not the nominal value.
Near docking, the percent difference between LinCov and Monte Carlo delta-v dispersion prediction is 7.7%.
Unlike the previous performance parameters considered, the critical delta-v information is the final mean plus 3σ value needed for delta-v budget allocation which influences the mass budget and tank sizing efforts. In terms of the final delta-v mean plus 3-sigma value, the percent difference between the two analysis techniques is 0.8%.
E. Arrival Time Dispersions
For mission critical events, it is often of interest to know the time window at which the event will take place. For rendezvous, this is particularly true for the close proximity operations to ensure proper lighting conditions and adequate time has been allocated to the mission schedule. When multiple events occur and they are correlated to one another, the challenge of accurately capturing the event time uncertainty increases. between the LinCov and the Monte Carlo simulations is 0.01% for M1 and 1.7% for TPI and 1.6% at the 20 m R-bar altitude crossing. For a simulation scenario that is nominally over three hours with a final 3σ arrival time uncertainty around 6.6 minutes, the 3σ predictions by the two analysis techniques differ by 6 seconds or 0.01% for the total final arrival time prediction (nominal plus 3σ) difference.
F. Results Summary
To summarize the accuracy of implementing multiple event triggers in linear covariance analysis for orbital rendezvous, Figure 7 contains the percent difference between LinCov and Monte Carlo for the chaser and target inertial position navigation error, the relative position navigation error, and the relative trajectory dispersions for the rendezvous simulation duration. In general, the accuracy difference between the two analysis techniques is within 1-4% with periods where the precision is down to 0.1% and as large as 6%
depending on the variable of interest and the mission phase. Notice that neither the relative or inertial navigation errors are affected by the proposed resetting technique. In addition, the relative trajectory dispersions remain unaffected while eliminating the numerical issues with large inertial trajectory dispersions associated with multiple event triggers. Several additional comments are warranted regarding the details of Figure 7 . First, the gaps in the navigation and dispersion data come from two sources; the activation of different sensors and the implementation of event triggers. For example, the percent difference of both the target inertial position and relative navigation errors is not shown over two distinct intervals. These vacant windows correspond to when the chaser reaches approximately 23 km and 600 m, the ranges both the target GPS and LIDAR measurements are activated respectively. For each Monte Carlo sample, the chaser arrives at these particular distances at different moments causing the navigation error to sharply decrease over a span of time. Instead of synchronizing the Monte Carlo data to properly reflect the sensor acquisition periods, the sample covariance from the Monte Carlo is not calculated at these intervals resulting in the observed data gap. A similar trend is observed with the relative trajectory dispersions when the M1 and TPI maneuvers are triggered based on the chaser's downrange distance to the target. There is a brief period prior to these events where the sample covariance of the Monte Carlo data is not computed and consequently not shown.
The second point to highlight are the small spikes in the relative trajectory data towards the end of the rendezvous scenario (left side of the figure). These spikes correspond to glideslope maneuvers and are somewhat artificial due to the manner in which the sample covariance from Monte Carlo is computed.
Each Monte Carlo run will perform the maneuver at a slightly different time, therefore averaging the runs will cause some of the sample to be pre-maneuver and some to be post-maneuver. As a result, there is a smoothing affect with the Monte Carlo dispersions while the LinCov results project spikes of uncertainty at the nominal maneuver times causing the minor yet noticeable discrepancy.
VI. Conclusions
Implementing event triggers in linear covariance analysis has provided a way to accurately represent transitions initiated on cues other than time. A natural by-product of this triggering strategy is an inherent uncertainty with when the event actually occurs. For orbital rendezvous applications when the spacecraft is traveling at high orbital velocities, a small time delay often translates to large dispersions in the spacecrafts inertial state. This is generally not a major concern and often goes unnoticed. So long as the relative trajectory dispersions are contained, the large inertial dispersions are not a significant factor in the mission design.
However, limitations begin to arise in the linear covariance analysis framework when multiple event triggers are performed which cause the inertial dispersions to grow extremely large while significantly reducing the relative dispersions. Numerical instabilities emerge causing the linear covariance analysis results to become invalid.
This paper reveals a resetting technique that can eliminate these problems for an arbitrary number of potential event triggers for orbital rendezvous applications. The effectiveness of the resetting technique rests on several basic concepts. First, inertial dispersions for orbital rendezvous applications are inconsequential such that the limiting numerical issues can be resolved by simply resetting the artificial inertial dispersions.
Second, the resetting technique does not affect the relative or inertial navigation errors. Third, the resetting technique preserves the relative trajectory dispersions.
To demonstrate the validity of these theoretical concepts, the linear covariance analysis results are generated and compared to the sample statistics of 1000 Monte Carlo simulation runs when multiple event triggers are applied to a long duration rendezvous scenario. For a variety of GN&C performance parameters including relative trajectory dispersions, relative and inertial navigation errors, delta-v usage, and arrival time uncertainties, the LinCov and Monte Carlo results were typically within 1-4% of each other. This level of accuracy is obtained after the suite of non-linear sensor models, targeting algorithms, and flight dynamics are linearized and then implemented in the presence of environmental disturbances and initial conditions uncertainties while using multiple event triggers with the proposed resetting techniques.
In addition to establishing an analytical solution to the limitations with implementing multiple event triggers, this paper also demonstrates the effectiveness of introducing a time state to capture the correlation and arrival time uncertainty between multiple event triggers. It also formally quantifies the accuracy of a linear covariance analysis program for a full-scale rendezvous profile. In terms of navigation analysis, it provides a simple technique to represent a reduced-order filter by considering those states not included in the actual navigation filter. Lastly, it derives the basic equations to utilize accelerometers in conjunction with translational maneuvers, both in the onboard filter and for initiating burn-cut off based on accelerometer measurements.
As linear covariance techniques are applied to analyze current and future orbital rendezvous trajectories, the use of event triggers -particularly multiple event triggers -will play a natural role in the design process.
The resetting method can provide a reliable solution to the limitations that multiple event triggers inherently impose. These techniques have been successfully used in the design of the Cygnus mission [14] .
